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DEAR MEMBERS:

On behalf of the NAMIC board of directors and staff, I would like to thank you for your support during this past year. Without 
you, NAMIC would not have experienced the all-around success that it did in 2017.

NAMIC’s number one job in the corridors of the 50 state capitals and in Washington, D.C., is to proactively shape the 
regulatory climate. This annual report highlights many of the major activities and successes NAMIC had in the past year in 
areas critically important to your future, most notably tax reform. Yet, without your support and active involvement, these 
triumphs would have been far fewer – and the challenges facing the mutual insurance industry most certainly would be far 
greater.

As NAMIC member companies were working to assist their policyholders in picking up the pieces of their lives after this 
natural-disaster-ravaged year, NAMIC advocates were working hard coast to coast to ensure that member companies were 
safeguarded from burdensome legislation and regulation. 

Along with advocacy comes education and services, and NAMIC’s star shone bright this year in these areas. While there is no 
experience like attending NAMIC convention, conferences, workshops, or seminars in person, we know there are times when 
leaving the office is nearly impossible. Enter NAMIC’s virtual events that have grown in number, attendance, and popularity, 
with more than 25,000 participants in 2017. 

From arbitration to benchmarking to web design, NAMIC continues to provide a host of services to support you. We are 
grateful for our 2017 successes on your behalf, and we look forward to even greater achievements in the year ahead.

Chuck Chamness
CEO & President



DEAR FRIENDS:

2017 was a tough year for weather, with hurricanes, floods, fires, and mudslides costing countless lives and billions of dollars 
in losses. In fact, last year will go down in history as the most expensive year in terms of natural disasters. Yet in spite of it 
all mutual insurers continued to do in 2017 what they have done for more than 250 years: help policyholders rebuild. Not 
only were mutual insurers able to pay claims, but thanks to an enduring financial strength, the industry ended the year with 
a surplus at or near record levels. Mutuals’ strength and stability ensured that by year’s end policyholders and insurers were 
moving forward.

While NAMIC cannot weaken the wrath of Mother Nature, it can help stem the tide of legislative and regulatory storms in state 
capitols and on Capitol Hill. It was an interesting year filled with the tremendous opportunity to meet so many of you, whether 
at local meetings or at one of any number of NAMIC events. We also had the honor of testifying before members of Congress 
on two crucial issues for the insurance industry: disaster mitigation and the federal role in insurance regulation. 

It is an honor to be a part of such an influential association and to have served its members throughout the course of our 
tenure as chairman. 

 Steve Linkous Paul Ehlert
 2016-2017 2017-2018



2017 WAS ALL ABOUT DISRUPTION

A common theme in 2017 for the property/casualty insurance industry centered on disruption. Several disruptors, including 
technology and analytics, changing customer expectations, the talent gap, and InsurTech, have all impacted the insurance 
industry. Much like NAMIC member companies have had to evolve in the face of those disruptors, so, too, has NAMIC had to 
adjust to reflect the changing needs of those we serve. 

The association reorganized early in 2017 to better align resources and services to support the NAMIC membership. This 
restructuring brought together under one advocacy umbrella a new government affairs department, combining legislative and 
regulatory activities at the federal, state, and international levels. A new corporate affairs department integrated our work in 
public affairs, research, membership, and marketing and technology, while NAMIC’s existing member development department 
continued to provide educational programs, as well as other products and services, to our members. These three areas form 
the foundation of the association’s work on behalf of member companies.

WE ARE 
INNOVATIVE.

A new look, a new website, new advocacy challenges, new compliance resources, new 
benchmarking along with other new products and services reflect a modern association 
designed to support NAMIC member needs.



WE ARE  
YOUR VOICE.

GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS AS A UNIFIED FRONT

A unified Government Affairs Department ensures a seamless, strategic, and complimentary approach regardless of the 
association’s advocacy target, as evidenced by outstanding results achieved in 2017 for NAMIC members on the federal, state, 
and international levels. Highlights include: 

• NAMIC saw the culmination of its Tax Steering Committee’s efforts on tax reform come to fruition when Congress passed 
a comprehensive tax bill in December that included 10 of our top 12 priorities. The bill also slashed the corporate tax rate 
from 35 percent to 21 percent beginning in 2018 and included several other key provisions of benefit to NAMIC members.

• NAMIC spearheaded efforts to integrate mitigation policies into federal disaster response. Along with the BuildStrong 
Coalition, which we founded and lead, NAMIC testified before Congress on the effectiveness and efficiency of pre-disaster 
mitigation and worked to include mitigation reforms into supplemental spending legislation.  

• NAMIC established itself as the leading voice in the industry on drone policy with the association’s call to restore private 
airspace rights up to 200 feet. NAMIC worked to have bills introduced in both chambers of Congress, appeared on 
national television, and worked closely with the FAA.

NAMIC served as the sole property/casualty voice seeking clarification on the covered 
agreement negotiated between the U.S. and the European Union. NAMIC helped to ensure 
that the agreement would be accompanied by a strong administration statement that 
implementation would recognize and promote the primacy of the state-based system of 
insurance regulation. NAMIC met with the Treasury Department on numerous occasions and 
testified before Congress multiple times in support of legislation, which passed the House, to 
protect state insurance regulation from international agreements.



• NAMIC led an industry-wide effort to oppose a proposed restatement of law that would have reinterpreted common 
insurance law. NAMIC member companies created enough pressure to force the American Law Institute to delay voting on 
the restatement until May 2018. 

• In Delaware, NAMIC led the way in defeating legislation that would have severely restricted the tools available to 
companies for underwriting and helped get revised language that reflected reasonable provisions such as the NCOIL 
model on credit-based insurance scoring. 

• Texas lawmakers passed NAMIC-supported legislation to address many of the abusive litigation practices that insurers 
have faced in the Lone Star State over the past several years. The law provides for a robust notice and abatement 
requirement; mechanisms to reduce lawsuits aimed at individuals who may not have had any substantive involvement in 
the claims-handling process; and guidance on how attorney fees may be awarded.T

• The Virginia governor signed important legislation to protect the state’s homeowners against storm scammers. NAMIC 
and its state trade partner, VAMIC, developed the new law that will create provisions in the Consumer Protection Act 
prohibiting unscrupulous behavior by unlicensed contractors after a catastrophe.

WE ARE  
LEADERS.

NAMIC released one of the first industry white papers on automated vehicles and brought 
together policy and technical experts in its Automated Vehicles Council to help define and 
implement policy related to the development of federal and state laws and regulations on this 
emerging technology. The Automated Vehicle Council provided input to Congress on 16 initial 
bills that eventually became the first comprehensive federal legislation designed to create a 
framework for the regulation of AVs.
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POLITICAL STRENGTH

A quick look reveals that in 2017 NAMIC PAC raised more than $500,000, putting the PAC on track to achieve the ambitious 
fundraising goal of just over $1.1 million for the two-year election cycle and remain the largest insurance company trade 
association PAC in America. During the 2016 election cycle, NAMIC PAC made contributions to 339 federal- and state-level 
races across 43 states, demonstrating just how important membership support of the PAC is to our overall advocacy success. 

NAMIC’s Congressional Contact Program helped carry the industry’s perspective to key legislators. In 2017, mutual insurers 
sent more than 200 participants to Washington, D.C., from 132 companies, representing 34 states to deliver industry 
messages to nearly 250 congressional offices.

WE ARE 
STRONG.

“An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” Getting involved to prevent bad policies is 
what separates the leaders in an industry from the followers.

NAMIC PAC’s goal is to help elect candidates from any party who share our concerns about 
the impact of government actions on the insurance industry. It protects the property/casualty 
industry from onerous laws and regulations and works to prevent provisions from costing your 
company resources, time, and money.



CORPORATE AFFAIRS 

The Corporate Affairs Department focuses on consistency in messaging across the organization to strengthen NAMIC’s overall 
identity and create new opportunities for innovations in information sharing, research, and membership. 2017 highlights 
include: 

• The association met its membership goals in 2017, welcoming eight new insurance companies and eight new associate 
members, adding more than $160,000 to the association’s dues support. Voluntary retention remained above 99 percent.

• 2016 industry market share data confirmed NAMIC’s continued dominance as the largest national property/casualty 
insurance trade from a membership count and market share basis.

• The culmination of a project that began in 2016 was unveiled in late September when NAMIC introduced its new brand. 
The new logo and brand were designed in-house and reflect the strength, leadership, and innovation that are the hallmark 
of our industry and feature our new tagline – SHAPING OUR MUTUAL FUTURE.

WE ARE 
CONSISTENT.

As part of the branding initiative, NAMIC launched a new website featuring the new brand 
elements along with improved functionality and extensive technical improvements to make the 
site more user friendly.



MEMBER DEVELOPMENT 

To support our members, NAMIC continued to offer high-level educational programming throughout 2017. Through a dynamic 
committee process, NAMIC members continue to drive the development and planning of the association’s educational events, 
helping to make them a success. In 2017, NAMIC events:

• Experienced overall double-digit participation growth, with three NAMIC events – Commercial Lines, Personal Lines, and 
Management Conference – establishing new records in 2017.

• Enjoyed a strong satisfaction score of 98 percent and a 76.68 Net Promoter Score.

• Saw its virtual educational programs delivered to nearly 25,000 representatives from more than 800 companies. 

WE ARE 
SUCCESSFUL.

Directors’ Bootcamp received NAMIC’s first 100-point NPS score from members – beating 
the record CEO Roundtables high-80s score, a position held for the last three years we’ve 
evaluated using NPS.



OTHER 2017 HIGHLIGHTS 

Over the past few years, NAMIC has grown its association management business, and in 2017, provided back-office support 
for six industry-related organizations, including two mutual state trades. 

The NAMIC Merit Society has continued to grow since it began offering scholarships for deserving risk management students 
in 2011. The scholarship program has grown steadily, awarding $20,000 to incoming students in 2017. 

2017 also saw the approved formation of the NAMIC Mutual Insurance Foundation, which will facilitate the growth of the 
scholarship program. The foundation will be a 501(c)3 non-profit entity and can accept both personal and corporate donations 
while it seeks a final determination of its status from the IRS.  

WE ARE 
GROWING.

NAMIC is the largest property/casualty industry trade association in the U.S. with more than 
1,400 member companies and has the largest insurance company trade PAC in America.



NAMICO

NAMIC Insurance Company, Inc. marked its 30th anniversary of issuing policies to NAMIC members in July 2017. Since 
1987, NAMICO – working with NAMIC Insurance Agency under the brand name NAMIC Insurance Solutions – has expanded 
coverage and capacity. 

• NAMICO now provides these important coverages to more than 90 percent of the target NAMIC membership, ranging 
from the smallest of farm mutual insurers to large regional companies. 

• In 2017, NAMIC Insurance Solutions launched a new website and a new application portal and partnered with NAMIC 
member Enquiron to offer an employment practices website to help our member-policyholders better understand these 
evolving exposures. 

• NAMIC Insurance Solutions continued offering a data breach solution for small companies, and, in partnership with 
CyberScout, provided online training and help with cyber issues. 

NAMICO continued to build its assets and surplus, with assets approaching $52 million and 
surplus in excess of $28 million. 

For the sixth consecutive year, the NAMICO Reinsurance Pool received a profit distribution, 
$2.5 million, marking nearly $15 million over the past five years and $53 million over the past 
30 years returned to participating members.
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